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HIGHLIGHTER SERIES:  Opaque fluorescent inks for use on 100% cotton, poly/cotton, and tri-blend tees.  Better color consistency 
on a white base.  Good enough coverage for a print, flash, print onto dark fabric.

HYBRID SERIES:  Coverage on dark fabrics with a soft feel, Hybrid Series is our go-to ink for t-shirt printers.  The finished product 
has a soft hand, excellent opacity, and bleed resistance for use on tough poly/cotton tees.

HYBRID FAST FLASH SERIES:  All the benefits of the original Hybrid Series but flash cures in about half the time.  This makes it a 
better choice for delicate tees such as tri-blends and fluorescents.

HYBRID LC SERIES:  A low cure option for screen printing tees.  With a 280ºF cure temperature, you can work confidently that you 
won’t scorch, discolor, or shrink your tees.  All of the same benefits of Hybrid and Hybrid Fast Flash inks.

Why Choose a Universal Ink?
When you are printing with a “Universal” ink you are making a choice that will solve color inconsistency, prevent ink mistakes, and 
provide excellent opacity and bleed resistance.  Universal inks can decorate any fabric.  One ink, all fabrics.  You no longer have to 
worry about stocking numerous ink series.  Having numerous inks opens you up to printing the wrong ink onto the wrong fabric.  
Do the colors of these different inks match each other?  What about printing mixed runs of fabric?  This is why we suggest one ink 
for all fabrics.  A One Stroke Inks shop simply knows better.  They operate confidently and efficiently.  Here are your best options:

.357 SERIES:  Extreme opacity and bleed resistance for the most difficult 100% polyester and polyester blends, yet perfectly safe for 
use on cotton and poly/cotton.  The white will blow you away!

BRAVO FLEX SERIES:  Flexible and bleed resistant, the Bravo Flex colors and white have a great feel unlike a lot of competitor’s 
polyester inks.  However, Bravo Flex is universal for ALL fabrics.

SMART SERIES:  Flexible cure temperature from 280ºF to 320ºF making this a safe option for printing all of the delicate fabrics such 
as polyester, tri-blends, and fluorescent tees.

NP DRY FIT SERIES:  The softest and most stretchy of all universal inks.  If you print more tees than sportswear, NP Dry Fit may be a 
perfect match.
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Color Chart

*Colors displayed are representations and may vary*



Atomic Orange

Cardinal

Gold

Highlighter 
Orange

Highlighter Yellow

Medium Royal

Purple

Texas Orange

#AD634A

#5E5280

#165C92

#F6FF00

#FF713D

#FFA442

#A74345

#D94840

Battleship Gray

Cherry Red

Green

Highlighter Pink

Khaki

Midnight Navy

Retro Blue

Vegas Gold

#C0A874

#0074AE

#464A5A

#D1B79B

#FF4E8B

#32764B

#C73E41

#979DA1

Bears Navy

Daisy

Highlighter Blue

Highlighter Purple

Lemon

Millzy Pink

Scarlet

#C13635

#FFAAD5

#FFE055

#9B3CA1

#008BD1

#FFD52A

#3E4358

Black

Dark Green

Highlighter Green

Highlighter Red

Light Gold

Nuka Lime

Silver Gray

#9DA5AE

#9FD638

#FFAC3B

#FF5065

#00E240

#3B5D48

#414141

Brick Red

Eldon Blue

Highlighter 
Magenta

Highlighter Tennis 
Ball Yellow

Majestic Purple

Orange

Team Vegas Gold

#DFC191

#F56E41

#534564

#EDFF00

#FF3C88

#5AABDA

#8E413C


